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The scattering parameter £orr.1ulation in describing the sruall-
stgnal operation of an active tHo-port device is developed. The 
inherent advantaecs of measnring the scattering parameters at UHF 
frequencies and the clear insight into the design problem are 
demonstrated. So;,;.e of the practical difficulties in a typical 
design problem are also c·~nsidcred. 
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The recent development of good transistors capable of signifi-
cant power gain in the frequency range of 100 MHz to 5 GHz has 
opened an area of electronic circuit design largely neglected. 
Generally, it has not been feasible to obtain electronic circuit 
pmver gain at frequencies beyond 600 1-1Hz. 
Current transistors operating at frequencies greater than 500 
MHz have the capability of only ~mall power gains. In order to 
obtain even this low power gain, it is necessary to optimize the 
design of each amplifier. 
L 
The optimization procedure requires that a set of four para-
meters for the two-port device be available for computation. The 
selection of a set of parameters to describe the small signal opera-
tion of an active device is not unique. There is actually an infinite 
set of parameters that could be used. However, a fe~v sets become 
most popular because their measurement is the simplest. 
Historically, there have been only ~vo sets of parameters in 
common use for two-port active circuit design -- the h-parameters 
aud the y-parameters. For example, the h-parameter description of 




whe.re the capital letters indicate phasor notation. 
The determination of the h-parameters requires: 
vl I2 
1111 =- h21= 'I Il v = 0 V=O 2 1 2 
3 
vl I2 
hl2= v I= 0 h22= v I ~ 0 2 1 2 1 
4 
Thus, an ac short-circuit test at the output and an open-circui~ test 
at the input is required. The reason for the selection of the 
h-parameter description is because a bipolar transistor has a low 
input impedance and high output impedance. In practice, the measure-
ment of the h-parameter is accomplished by meeting the following 
conditions: 
.a) h11 and h 21 measurements require v2= 0. 
This can be accomplished by shunting the output terminals 
by a large capacitor such thatfxcl <<Z
0 
, 
output impedance of the stage. (Fig. 1) 
b) h22 and h12 measurements require I 1= 0. 
tt1here Z is the 
0 
- This can be accomplished by placing a series inductance in 
the input port such that! ~I>>Z1 
impedance of the stage. (Fig. 1) 
W'here zi is the input 
The popularity of the h-parameters comes from the rnlative ease 
~.;ith which conditions a) and b) above can be met. Since I Z I is 
0 
large, a reasonably small capacitor shunting the output can fulfill 
3. 
the condition! Xcl << Z
0 
, and a sr.1all inductor in series with the input 
port can fulfill the condition !ie_r.l >>Zi • 
At this poi~t a serious difficulty is apparent. The difficulty 
is -.:vith the statci;tentiXcl <<.Z
0 
andjl)J::':>> z1 • It is not possible to 
determine if these inequalities are satisfied until after the measure-
ments arc completed such that Z
0 
and Zi can be calculated or an 
entlrcly separate set of tests must be used to determine z1 and Z . 0 
The major difficulty -.:vith the h-parameter set occurs .at frequen-
cies greater than 10 }lliz. At these frequencies, the open circuit at 
ti1e input is difficult to obtaln becm.tBC of parasitic crtpacitance. 
At frequ<:ncies beyond 10 HIIz and up to about 500 HHz, the y-paramctcr 
description has been used for measurement purposes until very recently. 
'I'he y--par<:mctcr descripticn of the t1·1o-port tr~nsistor amplifier 
ln Fig. 1. is: 
5 
4. 
1 2= Y21V1+ YzzV2 6 
\There: 
Il Ill y11 :::- Y1z= v v = o 7 vl v = 0 2 2 1 
12 121 8 Y21 =- Yz2= v v = o vl v = 0 2 2 1 
The y-parameters are dimensionally mhos. The reason for the 
use of y-parameters at the higher frequencies is the short circuit 
test at both input and output. This·is approximated by shunt capaci-
tors from 1 MHz to 100 Mllz. For good accuracy Bc1>>!Y1 jand BC2 >>jY0 1, 
where BCl and BC2 are the susceptances of the shunt capacitors at the 
-1 input and output port respectively and Yi = z1 , Y0 = 
of reasonable size can easily meet this condition. 
-1 z . 
0 
Capacitors 
At frequencies beyond 500 HHz, it becomes necessary to use quarter-
\omvelength shorted transmission lines (tuning stubs) since discrete 
capacitors have sufficient series inductance that they do not approxi-
mate a short circuit. 
Heasurements at frequencies beyond 100 HHz are normally beyond 
the capability of average laboratory equipment. The General Radio 
Company Transfer Bridge is the most popular in3trument for measuring 
these parameters at frequencies beyond 100 MHz. This instrument is 
relatively expensive and requires considerable skill in its use. 
Consequently, it is used principally by device manufacturers and not 
by circuit designers. 
5. 
The most troublesome disadvantaee in measuring y-parameters is 
tl1e tuning stubs. These require adjustment at each frequency since 
a quarter-"tvave shorted stub is a resonant section. Thus, at UHF 
frequencies, a wide-band short is not available. One of the scatter-
ing parameter technique's outstanding advantages is the ability to 
achieve an extremely wide band test termination \;lithout adjustment. 
Frequently, it becomes extremely tedious to measure the y-para-
meters of a device above 100 HHz because the test circuit and the 
device under test break into oscillation. This happens because stubs 
and devices 'tvhich are potentially unstable can satisfy the conditions 
for oscillation. This oscillation is seldom at the test frequency 
(where the stub susceptance is very large) but at so1ne other frequency 
where the conditions for oscillation are satisfied. If the oscilla-
tion amplitude is large, such that the device is operating in cutoff 
and saturation part of the time, nonlinear operation of the device 
makes measurements meaningless. If the oscillation is soft, then the 
measurement and the oscillation effects can be separated by filtering. 
This, however, is not normally done. Usually, the oscillation is sup-
pressed with filter traps. However, it is possible for the circuit to 
satisfy conditions for oscillations at some new frequency with the 
filter traps in place, since they are also frequency dependent. 
6. 
Scattering Parameters. 
The scattering parameter technique avoids the mechanical adjust-
ment of terminations and virtually eU.minates the possib'ility of the 
test circuit from breaking into oscillation. 
Hith the measured scattering parameters, the design of the 
amplifier proceeds in a clear and simple manner, especially if the 
device can satisfy the criterion for being approximately unilateral. 
The design problem is then reduced to the synthesis of matching net-
works for the input and output ports to achieve the desired trans-
ducer gain. 
As will be seen later, the features of the last two paragrapl1s 
make computer-directed scattering parameter testing and circuit 
design feasible, since no operating adjustments are necessary. 
7. 
II. SCATTERING PA.Rl\HETER MEASUREHENT THEORY 
The selection of a parameter set is usually guided by the ease 
of measurement. But a second important consideration is the variables 
to be used with the parameter set. For the h- and y-parameters, the 
variables are voltages and currents. Nonnally the specifications that 
are of interest in circuit design are voltage and current gain and 
also input and output impedance. These quantities are fairly straight-
forward to calculate, using voltage and current as variables. In pouer 
gain calculations, however, voltage and currents as variables do not 
lead to simple calculations or interpretations. 
The scattering parameter formulat:i.on requires a new variable which 
ls scuv.:'.lhat nebulously termed a prn·1er l-7ave. The most important pro-
perty of this variable is that simply squaring it gives power flow 
directly. Thus for amplifiers where pow·er levels and poHer gains are 
of primary interest, calculations are fairly simple, but more i.mpor-
tantly, considerable insight into the operation of the device as an 
amplifier can be obtained from a cursory inspection of the measured 
scattering parameters. 
The earliest mention of scattering parameters applied to circuit 
1 
theory appears to be the work of Campbell and Foster around 1920. 
Although the classical study of transmission lines uses the idea of 
incident and reflected (scattered) voltage and current components, no 
general development of scattering as a network concept appeared until 
8. 
the early 1940's when physicists familiar lvith -.:·7ave-particle scatter-
ing relationships applied these principles to micrmvave l·mve-guide 
junction and discontinuity analyses. 
The work of Carlin2 in 1956 formalized much of the scattering 
method as applied to network theory. 3 And Kurokawa's paper, in 1965, 
developed many of the ideaG which are necessary for netlvork calcula-
tions. 4 The definitive work of Boduay specifically applies the 
scattering parameter method to the design of tv1o-port amplifiers. 
The reason that the scattering approach was not generally 
accepted as a circuit analysis technique earlier was the extreme 
difficulty in measuring these parameters previous to 1966. The 
measurements can be made with a slotted line, but the tedious adjust-
ments and the very limited frequency band make the measurements 
unattractive. ~vo instruments developed by the Hewlett-Packard 
Corporation made the measurement not only simple, but in fact much 
easier than any other ex:tsting measurement system. These two instru-
ments are the Hewlett-Packard Netv;ork Analyzer Hodel 8410A which can 
measure directly the scattering parameters of a ttvo-port network from 
a frequency of 1 }1Hz to 12.3 GHz; the other instrument is the Hewlett-
Packard Vector Voltmeter Hodel SL~OSA v1hich requires some auxilliary 
test equipment and is much slower, but is much less expensive. 
The basic frequency range of the Vector Voltmeter is from 1 HHz 
to 1.1 GHz. The measurement system discussed in this paper is built 
around the Hodel 8Lr.05A Vector Voltmeter. 
It has previously been stated that there is an infinite set of 
parm;l<;!tet"s and variables that can describe the p~i!rformance of the 
bolo-port device. This statement is true because any linear combina-
tion of parameter-variable sets is a satisfactory description of the 
device. 
In the scattering paramete~ formulation, a very special linear 
combination of voltage and currents is selected so that it produces 
a unique set of power wave variables (a1 , bi). 'fhe uniqnc property 
of the a., b. variables is th:1t v1hen they are squared they give the 
~ ~ 
incident and reflected pm1er fl~~ respectively. 
The basic circuit variables that will be used in the develop-
ment of the scattering parameter measurement theory are referred to 
in Fig. 2. By definition: 
and 
where: 
d .th a1 - inci·ent power wave at~-- port. 




Vi ·- voltage existing at ith port. (volts) 
f . d f . th ( h ) Z. = re .. erence unpe ance o 1:- pori:. o ms 
l. 
th Ii ~ current flm-1 into i- port. (ampere) 
9. 
9 
The reference impedance Zi can be any complex numbt'!r, but the 
simplest and by fa.c the clearest meaning occurs Hhen Z. is a real 
]. 
positive number (Ri}. 
10. 
The measurement system described in this paper uses sources and 
tenninations (the Zi's) of 50 ohms. Also, all interconnections are 
coaxial cables or strip lines of 50 ohms characteristic impedance. 




and then substituted into equation 9 , the follO\ling results: 
v1 + so r1 a=---
1 2\fSO 




Vrl = Irl50, therefore: 
13 





b = 2 
vr2 
.k (50) 2 
The assumption that the circuit to be measured is linear means 
that the superposition of variables is permissible. Hence one can 
11. 
16 
relate the reflected p~·1er \<Taves at both ports to the incident pm-1er 




The values of the parameters s .. can now be determined. The 
l.J 
parameters s11 and s21 are measured by making the reflected component 
a 2= 0. This is accomplished by matching the 50 ohms transmission 
system in its characteristic impedance (Z ) of 50 ohms. Since there 
0 
is no independent generator in the output and the output line is 
matched R2= Z0 = 50, there is no incident power 't-lave (a2= 0). From 
equation 17: 
b2r s --
21 al a = 0 
2 
20 
From equations 13, 14, and 16: 
Sir~1ilarly, the measurement of s12 and s 22 requires a test 
generator at the output port and a ~~tching termination of R = 50 
1 
at the input port. Therefore, from equation 18: 










The test condition that the transmission systeQ be terminated in 
its characteristic impedance needs special mention. Since the measure-
ment system discussed in this paper uses 50 ohms coaxial cable and the 
test generator has an internal impedance of 50 ohms, the transistor 
under test sees an impedance of 50 ohms at both the input and output 
ports because both lines are matched in their characteristic impedance. 
A low-loss transmission system terminated in its characteristic imped-
ance is an extremely wide-band non-frequency-dependent termination. 
13. 
It is certainly not difficult to achieve this 50 ohms termination over 
a frequency range from DC to 20 Gllz. 
The consequence of this is that measurements can be made over 
a '\vide frequency range without any adjustment of the terminations. 
This is, of course, far simpler than the adjustment of the mechanical 
length of tuning stubs for each frequency that measurement of the 
y-parameters require. Further, since the impedance seen by the input 
and output ports of the active device is 50 ohms over this wide 
frequency, it is extremely difficult for the device to break into 
oscillation since the real part of the input and/or output impedance 
of the device under test would have to be negative and of a magnitude 
greater than 50. This is not likely to occur. 
These two points of (a), no termination adjustment and (b), 
extreme stability under measurement, are two of the scattering para-
meter formulation's most j.mportant advantages. 
The rneasurement of the sij has been shown to reduce simply to 
the measurement of incident and reflected voltage components on the 
transmission system. A convenient way to do this is with a dual direc-
tional coupler which produces signals proportional to the incident and 
reflected component. The proportionality is normally a function of 
frequency. However, assuming that the couplers are identical in 
construction, the proportionality constant does not enter into the 
calculations. For example, in the measurement of: 
14. 
24 
output signals from the coupler V . 1 and V 1 't'lhich are proportional c~ cr 
to Vrl and Vil 'Hith the proportionality constant frequency dependent 
't-lould give: 
25 
If the couplers are identical, k1 (f) should be very nearly k2 (f) and 
therefore: 
26 
If the coupler arms do not track exactly the calibration of each 
arm is norraally printed on the coupler and can be taken into account 
in the calculations. 
At this point, another advantage of measurement of scattering 
parameters should be mentioned. The couplers measure the incident 
and reflected voltage components 'tvhich do E.Q!:. vary with position along 
the line; therefore, it does not n>.atter 'tvhere the couplers are located 
along the line. They can be removed a considerable distance from the 
device under test and, provided a law-loss transmission system is 
used, they give the correct ansHcr. This is not true of measurements 
of voltage and current required by the y-parameters. The line voltages 
and line currents vary along the line except for the case of a matched 
15. 
line. It is not usually convenient to measure the voltage and current 
right at the terminals of the device, so measurements must be made at 
scme otlwr point and then referred back to the terminals of the 
device under test. 
In general, the scattering parameters are complex numbers \-thich 
means that a phase reference must be established. This is a fairly 
s.tmple procedure and must be perforrn8d only ~ - when the me>asure-
ment system is first assembled. Once assembled, there are no f1.1.rther 
adjustments or calibrations necessary unless the physical length of 
the syctem is changed. 
The system for measuring the scattering parameters s 11 and s 21 
is shm·m in Fig. 3. The transistor is mounted in the center of a 
special transL.:;t('<.C jig constructed of 50-ohm std.p 1 ine. Dual dircc-
tional cu;.t~~.l.e:f;:; .1re cocm·::c.t.cd directly to the test . .i J.g d. 'i.h '!~~-'PC N 
side since V il== 0, becau:Je· of the m:ttch. Typically, the couplers 
have a coupling factor of at most -20 db belm-1 the main arm voltage 
con•pt:>ncmt, and drops off aboui: -6 db/octa.ve from some center frequency 
(600 }Uiz in this case). 
The bias jigs at input :md cutpu.t provide a m2ans of applyinz the 
de 1Jias to tiv~ transistor. The shorted sectivn is used c.nly ht the 
initi::tl ~alib:cation to establish a re £,~renee phase. The shorted ~wc­
tion is one-h8lf the l~.:ngth of the transistor jig and has a large 
16. 
plate shorting the strip line at the end of the half section. It is 
this short 1·1hich is really replacing the transistor in the transistor 
jig "tvhich calibrates the system. The calibration is accomplished 
"tvith the measurement of the reflection coefficient of the short circuit. 
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= -- = -1 R 
0 
vl 
- R Vl- Roil Il 0 
= = Vl+ Roil v 
__! + R 
I 1 o 
v 
'"here z = _! 0 (the short) = 1 I 1 
Therefore, ~-lith the short in place, the voltage magnitude rend at 
B1 should be equal to the voltage magnitude at A1 and the angle 




of the different lengt:h paths of Channel A and Channel B. Thus, the 
requirement of a line stretcher. The length of the Channel A P.:tth 
is adjusted until the Vector Voltmeter reads 180°. This ia a very 
sitt1ple p·cccedure nnd co~npletes the calibration. 
If the transister test jig is then substituted for the half-
length shorted section, a reference angle plane is established at the 
17. 
trm1sistor mount. The transistor test jig vlhich is shovm in detail 
in F:tg. 4 must have extremely low impedance in the coomon lead. Any 
appreciable impedance in the common lead is in a feedback path from 
outp1.1t to input. 
The center plate of the test jig is designed to be at essentially 
ac ground but not de ground since bias to the device's colnmon lead is 
applied on the center plate. Because of its large dimensions, its 
series inductance is very lm-1. The connection to ac ground is made 
through the capacitance of the center plate to the housing of the jig 
\'lhi.ch is at ac and de ground. To make the capacitance a maximum, only 
the oxide coating betv1een the aluminum center plate and the housing is 
used as the dielectric. 
The oeasurement of the scattering is performed by establishing 
a reference incident signal from the signal generator. This signal is 
rer.:orded on Channel A. The signal at B1 is read on Channel B and the 
phase an;~le recorded. Channel B test lead is then moved to position 
B2 and the voltage and phase angle recorded. The scattering parameters 





The parameters s 22 and s 12 are found by reversing the blas jig 
and the transistor jig positions. The signal is then applied to the 
18. 
output port of the device and s 22 and s 12 are calculated exaetly the 
same as s 11 and s 21 • 
A necessary and sufficient condition for the rr.ensurcrne:nts to be 
meaningful is that I s 11 f , 1 s 22 j < 1. This follo:·7S from the definition 
v 
of the reflection coefficient s 11 = rl: Vil 
-= Zl- 50 __ ReZ1+ _j Im~J 50 
z1+ 50. Rez1+ j Imz1+ 50 
and similarly for s22 • 
If 1 s 11! > 1, Re7..1 must be ner;ative and/ or if I s 22 j > 1, Rcz2 i.s 
negative, then npccial cure mnst be taken. in the r.H:~a::>urcn<cnt of the 
scatterine parnfficters. The ~casurc8ent systcQ will suppress any 
31 
32 
tendency for the test circa:tt to oscillate if RcZ1 or Rcz2 ,,r~ zrcater 
than -SO obms. But if Rez1 or Rez2, or both, are lcs:J than -so ohr.1s, 
the rr.casur-.:~mcnt:s are n:caninr;lc:3s. llmi0Ver, it is very simple to check 
on t-lh~:!thCJ: Re z1 and/ or Re z2 < -so over the entire frequency range 
of the measurc·mcnt system. This is acccraplished by ::;ettine the sienal 
from the 3ent~rator to zero, and r1onitoring the directional couplers for 
any siznals produced by oscillation. 
If signals are present due to the oscillation of test circuit 
and device, then an attempt can be made to stop the oscillations by 
using filters. To the author's knmlledge, no device has ever been 
able to cause the test circuit to oscillate. 
19. 
III. AHPLIE'IER DESIGN USING SCATTERING PAlWlETERS 
A convenient method of analysis using scattering parameters is 
4 the signal flrn>t eraph • Not only are calculations simple, but con-
siderable insight is gained from the representation. The graph for 
a transistor is shmvn enclosed in the dotted box of Fig. 5. 
Hhen the amplifier is terminated at both ports by the same 
impedance that '\-las used as a reference (50 ohms), then calculations 
of po-v1er gain are extreraely simple. 
20. 
The parameters s 11 and s 22 are reflection coefficients (the ratio 
of reflected to incident voltage components) that are commonly used in 
transmission line theory. For the case of matched lines at both ports, 
see Fig. 5, '\·7here: 
r2 = reflection coefficient of the load 
~ 50 
= 0 
- ~+ 50 33 




= z +50 34 
s 
a - poHer ";ave em.:mating from the generator 
s 
= (the available pov1er from the generator)~ 
E g 
-- k 
2 (SO) 2 
35 
21. 




for the amplifier in Fig. 5, then r 1 , r 2 ~ 0 and a 2= r 2b2 = 0, 
because r 2=: 0 (outpttt line matched in its characteristic impedance). 
but: r 1 = 0, therefore a1 = a . s 
The pG.rer wave \·lhich travels to the load ~ = 50 is b 2= Er2 j-,JSO-; 
therefore (b2) = a : s 
Since the output line is matched Ei2 = 0 and E2 = Er2 ; but E2 = 
Ei2+ Er2 ; therefore: 









50 out = _ ....... _ _. ______ ::: --~ 
E 2 
_____ g __ _ 
(l!-) (50) 
p '1 avaJ. • 






E 2 i (l~) (50) is the available po.·:cr from the generator of R = 50 ohms. g s 
22. 
The ratio of P t/P il is defined as transducer gain (GT). There-ou ava • 
fore: 
.2 
1:: =Transducer Power gain (GT). 43 
The insight to amplifier circuit design that "1as previously mentioned 
is now clear. 
TI1e input port reflection coefficient is s 11 , the output port 
reflection coefficient is s 22 , the foruard transducer gain for 50 
ohms tenninations is js211 
2
, fs12 j 2 is the reverse transducer gain. 
The maximum possible fo~·mrd transducer gain, however, can be consi-
derably greater than js21 j 2• 
Fig. 5 shows a signal flow graph for an amplifier that has 
source and load terminations other than 50 ohms. Therefore, r 1 and 
r 2 are not zero. 
V (SO)~ 
s 
The pm.;rer uave source a is nat~: 
s 
as = Z +(SO)~ 
s 
This represents the po-;ver wave launched by the generator. 
To calculate transducer pm-1er gain the po~1er delivered to the 
44 
load 11,' and the p<mer available from a source of internal impedance 
z , are required. The power delivered to the load is: 
s 




Similarly, the availalJle source pov1er is: 
then: 
The ratio b2 /bs is found by application of Hason's FormulaS to 
the signal flow graph of Fig. 5. 
b2 s21 
bs = (~sllrl)(l-s22r2)-sl2s2lr2rl 
Substituting for b2 /bs 
2 in equation 49: 
2 2 2 
ls21l (l-lrll )(1-jr21) 
G = ----~-~-----=-------=------T (l-sllrl)(l-r2s22)-s2lsl2rlr2 
Of special interest is the case v1here s12 is small in the 
sense that it affects GT. If s12 = 0, the unilateral transducer 










Boc.'lv1ay dcvelopes a relationship for the bounds on the ratio 
I 
GT JGTu in tel'tllS of the scattering parameters. 
where: 
u ::: 
If (G.r /GT.u) db is bounded by+ 1 db then a unilateral desien is 
justified. 




ducer gain GTu will be a ma..ximum ¥7hen there iG a conjugate impedance 
match at boi.:h input and output ports as indicated in Fig. 6. A con-
jug.:tte imped<mce match bctt·;ecn the input impcd<>.nce to the device 
(Z. ) and the equivalent source impedance (Z') requires an impcdance-
1tl s 
transforming net\vork. The same is true of the equivalent load 
· d z' and Z ~mpc ance L 0 • 
It is not nccc;~nsary to ";or·k ,.;dth impedance terms, hcucver. The 
condition that z·J~_.11 = Zs is the same as s*11 __ r 1' That is, for 
maximrnn pot·Ter flou from the generator into the input of the transistor, 
the reflection coefficient of the generator must be the complex con-
jugate of tl~ refl('ction coefficient of the transistor input (s11). 
The same condition must exist at the output for maximum p::r;·ler flov1 
'£here fo1:e, if z' == z-;: L o' Substituting these 
conditions into equation 52 results in: 
or: 
G = Tu 
GTu(Max.) = 










The forward transmission coefficient s21 plays a dominant role 








Large values of s 21 will give large power gains. The terms G1 and G2 
represent gains in pmver due to matching the transistor ports to 
their terminations. Ifls111 orts22 1 :>1, then special care must be 
taken, since the device is potentially unstable. For this case 
ReZ~>jReZinl and Re£..i >lReZ0 j to insure stability),.,here z~ and ZL 
are the source and load impedance as viewed from the transistor's 
input and output ports. (Fig. 6). 
The design of the matching net,·lorks to transform Z to Z~ and 
S l.U 
26. 
2'1. to Z~ can be accomplished u::;ing a S1nith Chart which w ... "tkcs the net-
work design fairly simple. If 1s .. 1 is less than .3, there is little 
]_]. 
. . . t 1 i f h . th F 1 . f ga1.n 1.n conJuga e mate 1 ng o t e 1.- port. or exar,1p e, 1. s 11 = . 3: 
Gl = --=1-- = --- = 1.1 (=.42 db) 
1 I I 2 1-( . 3) 2 
- sll 
Thus, matching the input results in only a ten percent increa::;e in 
61 
GTu' Hhat this indicates is that the input impedance of the device 
is very nearly 50 ohms and close to maximum available po~ter is being 
delivered to the input. 
The amplifier design theory is sufficiently developed at this 
point to consider the practical design of a transi::;tor aiT'plifier using 
the scattering parameter method. 
The ::;cattering parameters of a transistor are a function of 
the applied de bias voltages and currents (the quiescent or Q-point). 
The proper selection of au operating point is an essential step in the 
design process since the I<H.1xln-.urn unilateral transducer gain: 
G Tu(Max.) = 
can be optimized by selection of a Q-point that gives the mnximum 
27. 
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product of G0G1G2 . Note that the device is assumed unilateral, llhich 
is normally a reasonable assumption. After a Q-point that optimizes 
GTu(Hax.) has been found, the synthesis of the lossless matching 
ncbvorks completes the design. 
It is worth noting that there are frequently other constraints 
on the operating point and matching netv10rks other than optimizing 
G'ru(Uax.)· For example, the amplifier bandwidth, the noise figure, 
and the bias levels are also of concern. But, to satisfy these 
often divergent specifications in some optimum sense is a problem 
best solved by computer testing and design. 
A Hotorola Type 2N4261 UHF transistor was tested in the measure-
ment system of Fig. 3 at a frequency of 1 GHz. The Q-point which 
gave the maximum product of G0G1G2 was found to be VCE = 11 volts 
and IE = 10 ntilliamps. The s-parameters at this Q-point and fre-
quency "tvere: 
= o. 2s L-1o 0 = o. 481 /-soo 
= 2.12 h60,0 sl2 = 0. 208 /;-48° 
63 
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The optimum Q-point is selected on the basis of a unilateral device. 
Also, the matching net,vorks are designed from this vicv1point. 
28. 




Substituting for the value of the scattering parameters into equa-
tion 66 gives u = 0.0735, and substituting u into equation 65 gives: 
Therefore GT (true) can differ from the assumed unilateral GTu by 
approximately± fifteen percent; or, in decibels: 
G 
- 0. 62 db <G T < 0. 61 db 
Tu db 
The maximum error in the transducer gain using the unilateral 
approximation is 1.234 db. This is certainly small enough to 
67 
68 
proced~ on an unilateral basis and to accept the Q-poiut of VCE 
volts and IE = 10 milliamps as close to a true optimum. 
= 11 
A device that has s 12 = 0 and !s11! ,!s22J<l is uncondition-
ally stable. For this example, s 12 -# 0, but the circuit behaves as 
if this were essentially so. Since !s111 = 0.25 and ls22 t= 0.481 
29. 
are considerably less than one, no difficulty with instability 
should occur. If ls11 1 or ls22 ! were slightly less than one, assum-
ing the device to be unilateral is a risk, since the value of 
jsllltrue andJs22!true may be greater than one and the circuit could 
oscillate. The RcZ' (Fig. 6) must insure that the net resistance 
s 
be positive around the input loop if ls 1~>1. Similarly for Re4i 
and js22\ in the output loop~ 
The design of the matching net·uorks to satisfy the condition 
s* = r' and s* = 11 1 22 r; is accomplished with the use of a Smith Chart. 
As Has sho\n.t in equation 61, if !s11j < 0. 3, there is little to be 
gained from attempting a conjugate match at the input. Ho\:cver, the 
output offers a chance• for so,ne additional gain. Substituting s 22 
into equation 62: 
G 1 ---=1;;..._ __ 
2 
= 1 --~~221 2 = 1- (0.481) 2 = 1. 3 (= 1.12 db) 
To achieve this pOlilCr gain, it is necessary to transform the so- ohm 
load resistor (r2 = 0) to s~2 == 0.481 L-50°. 
Regardless of whether a matching r..et-v:ork is required or not to 
achieve a conjugate match, the nebwrk shmm in Fig. 8 is required 
to get the de bias to the transistor and to keep the bias fro.n the 
50-ohm terminations. If no conjur;ate match is desired, then the 
reactance of the capacitor is made much less than 50 ohms and the 
69 
reactance of the inductor much greater than 50 ohms. The·cef:ore, the 
ln!_lut net~·1ork consists of simply xc1<<50 and ~('>50. The values of 
30. 
c 1 and L1 to achieve this at 1 GHz are calculated from: 
1 
9 <<so 211'10 c1 
70 
solving for L1 and c1 gives L1 = 8 nh c1 = 318 pf. 
The design of the output network to transform s~2 into 50 ohms 
is performed on the Smith Chart of Fig. 7. L2 and c2 are calculated 
from the normalized values of xc2 and bL2 read from the chart. 
xc2 ::: 1.0 
xc2 xc2so 50 
1 
c2 318 pf ::: = = , == 
2 (109)c2 
71 
bL2 == 0.13 
bL2 
1 1 61.3 nh BL2 = x-= (0.13)50 = , L2 = 72 50 (l09)L2 2 
The completed amplifier is shmm on a 50-ohm strip-line printed-
circuit board in Fig. 8. 
It should be mentioned that a conjugate match cannot always 
be achieved with the simple matching neb.vork sho~vn in Fig. 8. 
Neve:Ltheless, the essential feature of the net'ivork to apply bias to 
the device and block the bias from the 50-ohm terminations must be 
preserved when other neb·Tork configurations are used. 
31. 
The measurement of the scattering parameters were referred to 
a reference impedance of 50 ohms because most UllF sources and 
loads are also 50 ohms. It is convenient to use a 50-ohm trans-
mission system ~Then constructing an amplifier. The simplest way 
to do this is with a-strip line of 50 ohms characteristic impedance. 
It was found that the more common printed circuit materials 
such as epoxy-fiberglass or phenolic had excessive dielectric losses 
at a frequency around 1 GHz. The best printed circuit board mater-
ial that is currently available is 1/16" double-clad copper, teflon-
impregnated fiberglass. It has very lm-1 loss up to about 10 Gliz. 
A strip line made of this board with a strip width of 0.14 inches 
has a characteristic impedance of 50 ohms. The characteristic 
impedance is not a sensitive function of the strip-line width so it 
i.s not necessary to hold tolerances low. 
The inductors and capacitors used in the amplifier caused 
considerably more difficulty at 1 GHz than was anticipated. A few 
turns of #18 copper l-Tire \oJOtmd on a form proved to be the most 
practical way to obtain a high quality variable inductor. The 
actual impedance of the components was measured by the scattering 
parameter test set of Fig. 3. The one-port component \vas placed 
in the test jig and s 11 recorded. The impedance of the inductor is 
calculated from the reflection coefficient equation: 
Z-50 
sll = Z+50 or 
l+sll 




It was found that a few turns of #18 wire performed essentially as 
a true inductor (~ proportional to frequency) over a frequency 
range of 500 'HRz to 1 GHz, the quality factor v7as about 25. Silver-
plated '\'lire could increase this value considerably if necessary. 
The only commercial variable capacitors that had very low 
losses and low series inductance at 1 GHz were the piston air dielec-
tric capacitor~. However, it was found that parallel plate capacitors 
mad~ from the double-clad teflon printed-circuit board were more than 
adequate. The Q's were high (over 100) and the capacitance could be 
quickly calculated using the familiar paJ:allel plate formula. Final 
adjustments were made by trimming the corners. 
The value of the components in the matching neDvork is not 
critical. Maximum pmver transfer occurs over essentially a two-to-
one variation in the impedance levels, so it is not worth\vhile to 
use low tolerance components. 
The bypass capacitors, CE and CC' around the emitter resistance 
and collector supply were the most troublesome components. Since 
these capacitors are in feedback positions, they can increase 
s 12 (true) considerably if they do not provide a truly effective ac 
bypass. The only capacitors that ,.;ere found effective v1ere silver-
plated to reduce losses and had wide ribbon leads to reduce series 
inductance. A 1000 pf capacitor tested in the scattering parameter 
measurement system indicated a reflection ~oefficient of -1 at 1 GHz 
or a perfect short within measurement accuracy. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOHMENDATIONS 
The scattering parameter representation gives a great deal of 
in.sight into amplifier design. An inspection of the parameters 
reveals the essential transducer gain and stability of the device 
for the unilateral case. Hore importantly, scattering parameter 
measurements are extremely simple. 
made after the initial calibration. 
There are no adjustments to be 
The system, because of the 
50-ohm wide-band terminations, is extremely stable. However, many 
of the problems associated ·vith amplifier design have not been 
covered in this paper. If the device is not unilateral, then the 
design process becomes very complicated. 
33. 
In the general design problem, the device must be treated as 
bilateral; further, other specifications besides transducer gain must 
also be satisfied. For example, b4nd width, stability margin, ~oise 
figure, component tolerances, and power supplies available must all 
be considered in many practical problems. A satisfactory solution to 
these diverse specifications is extremely complicated if not impos-
sible by hand calculations. Hotvever, if the device's scattering 
parameters were measured under the direction of a digital computer, 
me::tsttrCI:lents could be completed very rapidly. This is feasible 
since no adjustments of the measurement system are necessary. 
Subsequent calcu~ations could then be made to deslgn the circuit to 
satisfy the design specifications in some optimum sense. A small 
digital computer should be able to handle this task easily. The 
author intends to pursue this area of computer testing and optimum 
design of transistor amplifiers on the Electrical Engineering 
Department's Digital Computer. 
34. 
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Voltage, Current and Impedance Definitions for The 
h- and y-Parameter Representations. 
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Fig. 2 Voltage, Current and Pov1cr vlave Definitions 
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bl= a15 11 + a25 12 
b2= al5 21 + a25 22 
Circ~it Egnations 
al= as+ blrl 
a2= b2r2 
r-al---------------b2-, 1 
I 'h. f t>;; 
I ritr I .... 




















Lossless l1atching Networks 
/(L,C elements only)~ 
~---- ~--~ 
Transistor 
R = 50 Ohms g Z' s Zi 
r = 0 1 (r') 1 (r') 2 
Interconnections are 50 Ohm Coaxial Cable. 
Fig. 6 Amplifier \-lith Hatching 
Nct,·mrks 
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50-0hm Strip Line 
,------1 
2N4261 ---~--: ~ 1i lr-+-: ---, 
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L2 I _____ I 
c 
c --=-v I J- cc 
Fig. 8 Transistor Ampli.fier 
